**ANIMAL ATTACK MODE**

Push tabs back to open head and expose missile launcher.

**Before**

- Missile Launcher
- Tabs

**After**

- Push launcher button back to fire missile.

**NOTE:**

Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be re-attached if separation does occur. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

---

**STEP 1**

Rotate wings up. Spread robot arms out.

**STEP 2**

Turn over. Spread rear body halves.

**STEP 3**

Flip body section with wings down.
**ATTACK MODE**

Open folded wings to make front pinchers. Push and pull lever on back for pinching action.

**STEP 4**

To continue transforming into robot, close pinchers. Fold wings and body section back into original position. Extend arms all the way out. Lower legs and rotate or fold feet up into position.

**STEP 5**

Turn robot around and rotate robot legs forward. Lower mosquito head to form chest area and raise robot head/launcher.

**STEP 6**

Lower wings into position. Missile launcher also fires in robot mode.

**NOTE:** Reverse the order of the instructions to convert back into mosquito.
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